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l .  Introduction

To enable a robot to program automatically, we propose an

enhanced assembly-plan-from-observation (APO) method. This

method has three modules as shown in Fig. 1: observe a human

performing an assembly task, recognize the task, and then gener-

ate a robot program to accomplish that same task.

In order to do so, the following needs must be satisfied: the

observation module needs to have the ability to obtain the trajec-

tory of a manipulated object; the recognition module needs to have

the ability to extract the transition of topological contact relations,

because an assembly task can be represented by that [9]; and the

generation module needs to have the ability to move the assembly

parts to achieve the same contact transition. [10] has proposed a

method to compute these movements. But in an assembly task, the

generation module needs to have not only position-control ability,

but also force-control ability; in addition, the module needs to

detect the execution errors by using the various sensors and to cor-

rect these effors. For more effective operation of these higher

conffols, amanipulation skill has beenproposed [3]. Manipulation

skills are basic operations to achieve an assembly task. So, the

robot program that uses these skills is represented as a combination
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of manipulation skills. In this paper, these basic operations are

called sub-skills.

2. Observation module

The trajectory ofeach object is recorded as a sequence ofrange

data through a real-time stereo system with nine cameras. From the

range data, using 3DTM object recognition system, the system

extracts the trajectory of each object as shown Fig. 2 [11].

Fig. 2 3 DTM object recognition system

The trajectory information obtained is represented in the con-

figuration space (C-space), a 6-dimensional space which

represents both the position and the orientation of an object l2l.It

observes configuration of objects atcertzinintervals throughout the

system. This system represents object configurations as points in

the C-space. As a result of the observation, a series of points, cor-

responding to the object configurations, is recorded in the

C-space.

A constraint of a manipulated object constitutes a manifold,

referred to as a C-obstacle surface, in a C-space. The configuration

value obtained contains some observation effors. Due to these

errors, observed points in the C-space jump around on the C-obsta-

cle surface. In order to smooth out these observation errors, the

system regards those points close enough to the surface as those on

the constraining surface, and makes a smooth trajectory by con-

necting those observed points in the C-space. See Fig. 3 for an

illustration of how to make the trajectory feasible [2].
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Fig. 3 Correcting path on C-surf,ace

3, Recognition module

This section describes the recognition module. The assembly

tasks can be represented by the transitions of the topological con-

tact-relation t9l. For achieving the aimed transitions, the

recognition module needs to obtain the feasible motion of a manip-

ulated object. But the possible motion is represented as

non-linear equations, so it is difficult to treat that. First, we will

introduce the screw theory, by which the possible motion can be

represented as linear equations approximately. Second, we will

introduce the method to obtain features of the possible motion for

assigning sub-skills using these equations.

3.1 Screw theory

The screw theory is employed for representing.the possible

motion [4]. For example, when two objects contact each other at a

point, as shown in Fig. 4, the possible motion of the object B is

constrained by the inequality (l). An equal part of the inequality

(1) represents the motions which enable the contact relations to be

maintained, while the greater part performs the detaching

motions.

s1t4+ szt5+ s3t6 + s4tl + srtrt sutr> O

In the case of polyhedral objects, all kinds of contact relations

can be represented by a combination of a vertex-face, a face-ver-

tex, and an edge-edge contact. And these three contacts can be

converted into constraint inequalities.

If a contact relation does not have any contacts shown in Fig. 5,

we call not-singular contacts, the possible motion is constrained

by the inequalities (2).
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If a contact relation has any of the contacts shown in Fig. 5, we

call them singular contacts; the feasible motion is constrained by

the inequalities (3).
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Fig. 4 contact with screw representation
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Fig.6 M[aintaining,detaching,and constraining DOFsin rotation
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Fig. 5 Three singular contacts

3.2 Features of a possible motion

The previous APO system assigns the skill using features that

consist of maintaining, detaching, and constraining degrees-of-

freedom (DOF) in translationtnnon-singular contact [1]. We add

three DOFs in rotation as shown in Fig. 6:

r Maintaining: The DOFs of axis directions to be able to rotate

maintaining the contact relation.

o Detaching: The DOFs of axis directions not to be able to

rotate maintaining the contact relation.

o Constraining: The DOFs of axis directions not to be able to

rotate.

3.2.1 Extracting features in "non-singular"
Using [8], the number of rank r, range of dimension of face of

PCC {6-r-p,' ' ' ,6-rI, possible motion of translation, the number

of both rotatable (means can rotate both clockwise and counter-

clockwise) axis nu, and the number of either rotatable (means can

rotate either clockwise and counterclockwise) axis ne&re extract-
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Table l Relation bc“ vccn feasible motion of translation and

maintaining,detaching,and constraining DOF oftransla¨

tion

Translation γ7じι 島 Translation 77ιt 島 Q

All 3 0 0 3D half 1 0

3D quarter 0 3E)1/8 0

2D space 2D half 1

2D quarter 0 Line

Half line 0 Point

ed from constraint inequalities (2). Maintaining m,, detaching

d,.constraining c, DOFs of translation are obtained from Table 1

and maintainingm,, detaching d,, constraining c, DOFs of rotation

are from the equation (4).

f f i r = 6 - f - f f i ,

d r = 3 - f f i r - c ,

c , = 3 - ( n o + n " )

3.2.2 Extracting features in singular

In the case of singular, we assume that those singular DOFs are

treated as DOFs having no singular contact. So, we can analyze

contact relations by using the same method. In this case, we call

these DOFs singular maintaining, singular detaching, and singu-

Iar constraining.

4. Designing sub-ski l ls

In the previous section, we defined three DOFs of translation

and rotation. The change of contact relations lead to changing

those DOFs. There are some transitions of DOFs as shown in Fig.

7. Among those possible transitions, the following three transitions

occur toward the direction of movements: maintaining to

detaching maintaining to singular maintaining, and maintaining to

singular detaching. These three transitions are important in the

design of sub-skills.

4.1 Maintaining to detaching in translation

The motion as shown in Fig. 8 leads to the transition from main-

taining to detaching in translation. We call this motion

make - c ontac t in tr ans lation.

In order to implement the make-contact-in-transition sub-skill,

COn… g -00nm-3

Fig.7 Possible transitions ofI)OFs
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Fig. 8 Make-contact in translation

we use force sensors to detect when the manipulated object

makes contact with the environmental object, and the force value

increases beyond a threshold. The system moves the manipulated

object to the detaching direction of the next state until it makes

contact.

4.2 Maintaining to detaching in rotation

The motion as shown in Fig. g leads to the transition from main-

tain to detaching in rotation. We call this motion make-contact in

rotation.

Fig. 9 Make-contact in rotation

To implement this sub-skill, we use a force sensor as well as

make-contacrin-transition. The system can determine the direction

of the rotation using the demonstration of an operator, and deter-

mine a rotation center by the analysis in C-space in advance. It

rotates the manipulated object using this information until the force

sensors detect the contact.

4.3 Maintaining to singular maintain in translation

The motion as shown in Fig. 10 leads to the transition from

maintain to singular maintain in translation. We call this motion

slide in translation.

(4)

Fig. 10 Slide in translation

When a manipulated object loses contact with an environmen-

tal object, the force value decreases beyond a threshold value.

Using the decrement of the force value, the system detects the

point of singular contact. The direction in which the manipulated

object is to be moved is acquired from the demonstration. The sys-

tem moves the manipulated object toward the direction until

contact is lost.



4.4 Maintaining to singular maintain in rotation

The motion as shown in Fig. 11 leads to the transition from

maintain to singular maintain in rotation. We call this motion s/ide

in rotation.

中
Fig. 11 Slide in rotation

In order to achieve this motion, two controls should be done.

One is the control to maintain the contacts, while the other is to

change the orientation of the manipulated object. Therefore, we

decompose the motion into two parts: at the first the system moves

the manipulated object to a detaching direction at a slight distance,

although one of two contacts is lost by this first motion; then the

system rbtates the object around the contact point until the

manipulated object again makes contact with the environmental

object at two points.

4.5 Assigning a slide sub-skill

The transition of maintaining to singular detaching in the

moving direction usually leads to the same transition in another

direction. Therefore, it is difficult to assign a slide sub-skill to it. In

the end of a slide sub-skill, the number of restricted DOF l3l
increases. If the possible motion is constrained by the inequalities

(3), resfficted DOF is equal to the rank of matrix

( 'Au . . . 'A t * l  .  . 'An  
n ) .

If the number of restricted DOFs in translation increases, a slide

in translation sub-skill is assigned; if the number of restricted

DOFs in rotation increases, a slide in rotation sub-skill is

assigned.

4.6 Maintaining to singular detaching

The motion as shown in Fig. 13 leads to the transition from

maintain to singular detaching in translation. This motion looks

like the motion combining make-contact and slide in translation.

But because this motion can perform the similar method of

make-contact, we do not heat this motion.

Translation:l
Rotation :1

Fig. 12
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顆①中冬に
Fig. 13 maintaning to singular detaching

4.7 Execution error
A not-aimed movement leads to an execution error. In short,

these three ffansitions of DOFs are relative to an execution error.

In particular, a detaching to maintaining transition is very

important. We will introduce the method to detect error contact-

relations.

For example, consider the case as shown in Fig. 14. There are

four vertex-face contacts. Each contact inequalrty corresponding to

each contact is obtained. Several contacts can be removed if, and

only if, the answer satisfying inequalities (5) is not empty.
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Fig. 14 execution error

5. Precondition for an another contact transition

5.1 Singular maintaining to detaching

As shown in Fig. 15, this transition appears in a slide sub-skill.
Making singular contact correctly is very dfficult, but a small exe-
cution srror does not disable to realize the ffansition of the
contact relations.

T°ク

Restri Fig. 15 Singular maintaining to detaching
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5.2 Singular maintaining to constraint

As shown in Fig. 16, this transition also appears in a slide sub-

skill. However, in this case, realizing the contact relation

requires the precise position control in this dimension.

中
Fig. 16 Singular maintaining to detaching

5.3 Singular detaching to constraint

In this case, as shown in Fig. 17 , realizing the contact relation

requires making singular contact correctly in this dimension also.

But in this case, it is easy to pass through singular contact. The

slide sub-skill can be added the next sub-skill.

Fig. 17 Singular detaching to constraint

6. Examples

For this experiment, we constructed a test bed as shown in Fig.

18 that consists of a dual arm with a pair of dextrous hands and a

real-time stereo system.

Consider the peg-in-hole operation shown in Fig. 19. In the first

transition, a maintaining DOF in translation changes to a detaching

DOF. A make-contact in translation sub-skill is assigned.

In the second transition, maintaining DOFs in translation and

rotation change to singular maintaining DOFs. A restricted DOF in

translation increases. A slide in ffanslation sub-skill is assigned.

In the third transition, a singular maintain DOF in translation

changes to a detaching DOF, so a small error does not disable the
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completion of the task.

In the fourth transition, a maintaining DOF in translation

changes to a detaching DOF. A make-contact in translation sub-

skill is assigned.

In the fifth transition, a maintaining DOF in rotation changes to

a singular maintaining DOF and a restricted DOF in rotation

increases. A slide in rotation sub-skill is assigned.

In the sixth transition, singular maintaining DOFs in translation

and rotation change to constraining DOFs, so precise position con-

trol in these dimensions is needed.

In the seventh transition. a maintainine DOF in translation

４
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Fig.19 Ⅳ Iaintaining, detaching, and constraining

D O F s  o f  t r a n s l a t i o n  a n d  r o t a t i o n ,  a n d

Rcstricted DOFs in translation and rotation

Fig. 18 A test bed

Fig.20 peg-in-holetask
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changes to a detaching DOF. A make-contact in translation sub-

skill is assigned.

Fig. 20 represents the sequence ofthe robot executing a peg-in-

hole task using a sequence of assigned sub-skills. We confirmed

that these sub-skills work effectively.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a system which has the ability to

observe a human motion, divide the trajectory obtained from the

observation into several states according to the contact relation,

and assign a sub-skill to each contact transition. We proposed a

new method to classify the contact relations, implemented the sub-

skills, and verified the behavior of the system with the sub-skills.

Our enhanced system has the advantages of both the contact-state-

based system (the APO system) and the trajectory-based system.

(Manuscript received, March 13, 2000 )
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